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ABSTRACT 

According to Ernest Burgess and of Harvey Locke in its book of The Family: From Institution 

Companionship to (1945) defining family as " A group of human being united by marriage braid, 

adoption or blood which forming a household have; interaction and communicate in social order 

of them (husband, wife, father, and mother, man child and daughter, brother and sister); and 

create and develop an culture." Family represent a group of related human being by nuptials 

braid, blood which forming a interaction household capable to and communicate in social order 

of them covering husband, wife, mother and father, man child and daughter, brother and sister, 

braid among hand in glove humanity once, so that they can form a[n domesticity matching with 

problems which is facing in family. Modern family coloured by situation both of old fellow both 

of the same do, divorce number earn life mount, family with only one family and people 

employing child. 

But conception familiarity and role of that family will change if given on to the condition of 

broken household or divorce. That divorce happened because of within doors natural doorstep of 

family disfungsi. During the time we cannot deny that there no quit of family conflict. But every 

family have the way of separate to overcoming him. Some of that conflict come from marriage 

of itself and have direct effect to that good child in growth of its personality and also social 

interaction of child in society and also family. If arising problems, hence every couple surely will 

try to look for its resolving, but if mentioned not possible, hence will arise parting and divorce, 

so that this matter can give impact which serious enough to growth of child a period of to come. 

Above mentioned condition specially the problem of divorce also happened in countryside of 

Krebet District Of Bululawang Sub-Province Malang. On that account arising an idea of 

researcher utilize to perform research to know accomplishment of social need and child 

economics of family of broken home with formula of problem of: (1) How child relation with old 

fellow which have, (2) How accomplishment of economic social need of child. While its target is 

: (1) To know child relation with old fellow which have, (2) To know accomplishment of 

economic social need of child. 

Research type qualitative with approach of case study, data collecting technique weared is 

interview in-dept and observation, technique analyse data the used is taxonomy. As for audit 

technic keaabsahan of data is by as follows: 

1. Comparing data result of observation  

2. Checking the truth of data which have been obtained from sides able to be trusted  

3. Using appliance Assist in collecting data like stationery etcetera  

4. Comparing result of interview with content of related data or document. 

Pursuant to result of research indicate that requirement of child of family of broken home still 

less fufilled more than anything else in middle family downwards. But there is also its 



requirement enough fufilled because of informan old fellow represent middle family, beside 

above mentioned finding is existence of support of that good big family socially, economics, 

moral and is psychological, so that victim children of broken home do not experience of 

keterlantaran. Child relation with family spelled out members is good enough, but there are some 

informan phrasing that child relation with its Father very inharmonious once and child do not 

want to confess again its Father. 

 


